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ABSTRACT: Wireless distributed computing, in which cluster of wireless computing devices, connected through a wireless networking devices. Wireless distributed computing eradicates the need for a core computing system, which is critical in numerous significant applications, such as autonomous control and navigation systems for vehicles, in which access to the core computing system can be extremely limited. Our survey is different from existing surveys in that we focus on recent developments in Wireless distributed computing technologies. We review the leading research projects, standards and technologies, and platforms. This paper intends to help new researchers entering the domain of WDC by providing a comprehensive survey on recent developments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless distributed computing (WDC) exploits wireless connectivity to distribute processing-intensive tasks between multiple wireless devices. Moreover, Wireless distributed computing (WDC) is an enabling technology that allows radio nodes to co-ordinate in processing complex computational tasks of an application in a distributed manner [1]. Wireless distributed computing research is being driven by the fact that mobile portable computing devices have limitations in executing complex mobile applications, mainly attributed to their limited resource and functionality. Figure 1 shows the model framework of Wireless distributed computing.

Such a framework has the potential to control both the capital expenses and energy costs incurred by enterprises. Due to recent advancements in embedded processor design, wireless device (smart phone, tablets and PDAs etc.) CPUs can now compete with desktop CPUs for raw computational power [3]. In this paper, the survey is in
several Challenges and Approaches related to Wireless distributed computing (WDC) by defining some open challenges. In addition, study on some applications of WDCs in High Performance computing and real world.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of WDCs. Challenges, approaches and applications of WDC in section 3. Section 4 concludes survey study with references at the end.

II. WIRELESS DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING OVERVIEW

WDC is achievable today due to the availability of key technologies such as distributed computing, fault tolerant computing, software defined network (SDN), and cognitive radio network (CRN). These technologies can present capabilities such as association among wirelessly connected computational devices, flexible link design, and adaptation and autonomous operation in dynamic WDC environments [3]. These capabilities facilitate flexible and optimized use of resources, consistent wireless communications, cooperative optimization of computation and communication processes, and customization for the QoS needs of WDC.

Several classes of applications can potentially advantage from WDC, some of which are listed as follows:

- Composite Communication Waveforms - Strong communication signal processing approaches often engage composite computations which can be executed in a distributed approach.
- Robust Process Control - Control applications necessitate time-critical coordination between wireless sensors and actuators in wireless sensor networking.
- Information sharing - Sharing of video, images, and voice data may need composite information coding and ad-hoc network system capabilities.
- Real-time data capture, processing and dissemination - This division includes time-critical data collection applications, such as portable mobile scientific computing, where the collected data is processed to offer information to a remote device.

The example applications of WDCs are Distributed data storage and database search, image processing and pattern recognition systems, Synthetic Aperture Radar processing and signal detection and classification systems

III. WIRELESS DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING CHALLENGES AND APPROACHES

Recent advancements in radio technology supply enormous flexibility and superior capabilities in executing wireless services [1]. One of these capabilities that can offer significant advantages over conventional approaches is the model of collaborative computing in wireless networks. Through collaborative radio nodes, numerous autonomous radio nodes operate together to form a wireless distributed computing (WDC) with extensively increased performance, operating efficiency, and abilities over a single node. Wireless distributed computing exploits wireless connectivity to distribute processing-intensive tasks among several devices. The purposes are to reduce per-node and network resource requirements, and enable complex applications not otherwise possible. For example image processing in a network of small form factor radio nodes.

Personal computing devices, such as smart-phones and Personal Digital Assistant, are commonplace, several wireless network interfaces, can support compute demanding tasks, and are equipped with powerful means to produce multimedia content. Thus, they provide the resources for what we envision as a human pervasive network: a network created by user devices, suitable to communicate to user’s rich multimedia content and services according to their benefit and requirements [2]. Similar to opportunistic networks, where the communication is built on connectivity opportunities, we envisage a network above these properties that joins together features of traditional pervasive networks and opportunistic networks fostering a new computing paradigm: opportunistic computing.

Currently, smart phones are becoming more powerful and have a performance alike earlier workstations. A mobile ad-hoc cluster is fundamentally a division of mobile nodes of the wireless network that satisfies a certain property. In this paper [4], author shows that setting up a smart phone cluster is not only achievable, but it is also a rational thing to do, considering the absolute number of mobile devices and the applications that could benefit from it.

Authors [5] proposed CANDIS, a framework that can distribute computing tasks to a computing cloud consisting of mobile devices running Android as well as computers. This paper explained, how integrating mobile
devices into an IT infrastructure makes ecologic sense while saving costs at the same time. It shows how fluctuating energy spot market prices due to demand and varying supply could be fed into a CANDIS scheduler to further reduce costs of computation by shifting it to times of cheap energy prices. Thus, the presented approach can increase a business’ sustainability, save money and - if applied on a larger scale - help to stabilize electricity grids when industrialized countries continue their move to renewable.

The authors [6] proposed that a computing infrastructure that leverages inactive Smart phones being charged during the night is energy and cost effective option to running tasks on conventional server infrastructure. While parallel execution and scheduling models be present for servers, Smart phones present a exclusive set of technical challenges due to the heterogeneity in CPU clock speed, inconsistency in network bandwidth, and lesser availability compared to servers.

Map Reduce is a distributed computing algorithm which splits up large problem into small pieces, such that a large cluster of computers can work on those small pieces in an efficient, appropriate manner. Map Reduce was created by Google, and is broadly used as a means of processing huge amounts of textual data for the reason of indexing it for search later on. Map Reduce is a programming model and an associated implementation for processing and create large data sets. Users denote a map function that processes a key/value pair to generate a set of intermediate key/value pairs, and a reduce function that merges all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key.

This paper [7] observed the feasibility of using smart mobile devices in a Map Reduce distributed system by exploring numerous areas; including quantifying the contribution they build to computation throughput, power expenditure, end-user contribution, and security. The proposed Map Reduce System over heterogeneous mobile nodes consists of three key components: a server component that coordinates and aggregates results, a mobile node client for apple iPhone, and a traditional client for reference and to obtain baseline data. A prototypical research implementation demonstrates that it is certain possible to influence smart mobile devices in heterogeneous Map Reduce distributed systems, provided certain conditions are understood and accepted. Map Reduce distributed systems could see sizable gains of processing throughput by incorporating as many mobile devices as probable in such a heterogeneous computing environment. Taking into account the massive number of such devices available and in active use today, this is a reasonably achievable goal and represents an exciting area of study. This paper [7] introduced appropriate background materials, discussed related works, described the proposed system, explains obtained results, and finally, discussed some useful topics for further research in this area.

In this [8] Paper, implemented a Map Reduce distributed system for a large cluster of commodity machines and is highly scalable: a typical Map Reduce distributed computation processes many terabytes of data on thousands of machines. Programmers find the system effortless to utilize: hundreds of Map Reduce distributed programs have been implemented and upwards of one thousand Map Reduce distributed system jobs are executed on Google's clusters everyday.

In this article [10], author discussed wireless distributed computing research aims to quantify the benefits of distributed processing over local processing, extend traditional distributed computing (DC) approaches to permit operation in dynamic radio environments, and convene design and implementation challenges exclusive to WDC with the assist of recently available enabling technologies, such as software and cognitive radios.

In this article [11], authors discusses the advancement from opportunistic networking to opportunistic computing; authors survey key current achievements in opportunistic networking, and describes the main ideas and challenges of opportunistic computing systems. Authors concluded to further possible scenarios and functionalities to make opportunistic computing a key player in the next-generation Internet.

This article [12] focused on resource distribution in wireless distributed computing networks, exclusively on scheduling and task allocation. In wireless distributed computing, it is significant to schedule communications among the nodes in addition to the distribution of computational tasks to computing nodes. Communication scheduling and heterogeneity in the operating environment make the wireless distributed computing resource distribution problem challenging to address. This article proposed a task distribution and scheduling algorithm that optimizes both energy consumption and make-span in a heuristic manner. The proposed algorithm uses a comprehensive model of the energy consumption for the execution of tasks and communication between tasks assigned to different radio nodes. The algorithm is tested for three objectives, namely, minimization of make-span, minimization of energy consumption, and minimization of both make-span and energy consumption.
Individual cognitive radio nodes in an ad-hoc cognitive radio network (CRN) have to perform composite data processing operations for numerous purposes, such as situational awareness and cognitive engine (CE) decision making. In an implementation point of view, every cognitive radio (CR) may not have the computational and power resources to perform these tasks by itself. In this paper [13], wireless distributed computing (WDC) is presented as a technology that enables multiple resource-constrained nodes to collaborate in computing complex tasks in a distributed manner. This approach has several benefits over the traditional approach of local computing, such as reduced energy and power consumption, reduced burden on the resources of individual nodes, and improved robustness. However, the benefits are negated by the communication overhead involved in wireless distributed computing.

This paper [13] demonstrates the application of wireless distributed computing to cognitive radio networks with the help of an example cognitive engine processing task. In addition, the paper analyzed the impact of the wireless environment on wireless distributed computing scalability in homogeneous and heterogeneous environments. The paper also proposed a workload allocation scheme that utilizes a combination of stochastic optimization and decision-tree search approaches. The results shows limitations in the scalability of wireless distributed computing networks, mainly due to the communication overhead involved in sharing raw data pertaining to delegated computational tasks.

Smart phones face a unique set of technical challenges in distributed computing due to the heterogeneity in CPU clock speed, variability in network bandwidth, and lower availability than servers. In this paper [1], author addressed many of these challenges to develop Computing while Charging (CWC) — a distributed computing infrastructure using smart phones and implemented using tested of eighteen number Android phones.

In wireless distributed computing system, users communicate with each other via the access point to exchange their locally computed intermediate computation results, which is known as data shuffling. In this paper [2], proposed a scalable framework for wireless distributed computing system, in which the required communication bandwidth for data shuffling does not increase with the number of users in the network. The key idea is to utilize a particular repetitive pattern of placing the data set (thus a particular repetitive pattern of intermediate computations), in order to provide the coding opportunities at both the users and the access point, which reduce the required uplink communication bandwidth from users to the access point and the downlink communication bandwidth from access point to users by factors that grow linearly with the number of users. Author experimented that the proposed data set placement and coded shuffling schemes are optimal for both a centralized setting and a decentralized setting, by developing tight information-theoretic lower bounds.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

The research in wireless distributed computing is very dynamic, and there are high expectations regarding applications and business potential of High Performance computing. This paper has presented a state of the art on recent developments in wireless distributed computing technology and its applications. We have identified the obstacles in the application of wireless distributed computing that should be addressed in order to push the technology further.

Finally, we have identified several open research issues that need to be investigated in future. We believe that, this article with rich bibliography content, can give valuable insight into recent developments in wireless distributed computing and encourage new research.
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